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Abstract

The remarkable promise of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless channels has motivated

an intense research activity to characterize the theoretical and practical issues associated with the design

of transmit (source) and receive (destination) processing matrices under different operating conditions.

This activity was primarily focused on point-to-point (single-hop) communications but more recently

there has been an extensive work on two-hop or multi-hop settings in which single or multiple relays are

used to deliver the information from the source to the destination. The aim of this tutorial is to provide

an up-to-date overview of the fundamental results and practical implementation issues of designing

amplify-and-forward MIMO relay systems.

Index Terms

Tutorial, MIMO, optimization, transceiver design, amplify-and-forward, non-regenerative relay, power

allocation, majorization theory, quality-of-service requirements, single-hop, two-hop, multi-hop, one-way,

two-way, multiple relays, perfect channel state information, robust design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) relay communications are viewed as one of the most promising

techniques to improve the reliability and coverage of wireless systems. While the optimization of point-

to-point (single-hop) MIMO systems has been widely analyzed (an excellent survey on this topic can be

found in [1]), the optimization of MIMO relay networks has gained much attention only recently. The

aim of this tutorial is to provide an overview of the results obtained in this area. Due to the considerable
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amount of work in this field and the rapidly intensifying efforts at the time of writing, our exposition will

be necessarily incomplete and will reflect the subjective tastes and interests of the authors. To compensate

for this partiality, a list of references is provided as an entree into the extensive literature available on

the subject.

As is well-known, a first operating distinction in relay communications is made on the way the received

signals are processed by the relays. This can be done according to several different protocols such as

decode-and-forward, amplify-and-forward, compressed-and-forward, mixed-forward and so forth (see for

example [2] and references therein). The simplest one is the amplify-and-forward (AF) protocol in which

non-regenerative relays are used to linearly process the received signals and to re-transmit them toward

the destination. Though inherently affected by noise propagation effects, the AF protocol is nowadays

considered as the most promising solution for future and/or existing wireless communications since it

provides a reasonable trade-off between benefits and practical implementation costs. Among the different

AF relay systems, the simple two-hop model (in which the information is passed from the source to

the destination using one or more parallel relays) has been the focus of much ongoing research. For

this reason, this tutorial is largely dedicated to the analysis of two-hop architectures while the multi-hop

case is only briefly reviewed. In addition, to simplify the exposition the single relay scenario is almost

exclusively considered.

A second operating distinction can be made between full-duplex and half-duplex systems depending

on whether relays can transmit and receive simultaneously or not. This work is focused on half-duplex

systems since several practical constraints such as power consumption, implementation costs and spatial

efficiency1 make them more appealing for wireless applications.

This tutorial is organized as follows2. The optimization of a one-way two-hop MIMO system is

considered in Section II – the largest one of this work in view of the considerable attention devoted

to such systems. The signal model for linear architectures is first introduced under the assumptions of

1Full-duplex systems require an opportune spatial separation between transmit and receive antennas in order to reduce loop-

back interference.

2The following notation is used throughout the paper. Boldface upper and lower-case letters denote matrices and vectors,

respectively, while lower-case letters denote scalars. We use A = diag{an ; n = 1, 2, . . . , K} to indicate a K × K diagonal

matrix with entries an while A = diag{A1,A2, . . . ,AK} stands for a block diagonal matrix. The notations A
−1 and A

1/2

denote the inverse and square-root of a matrix A. We use IK to denote the identity matrix of order K while [·]k,ℓ indicates

the (k, ℓ)th entry of the enclosed matrix. In addition, we use E {·} for expectation, the superscript T and H respectively for

transposition and Hermitian transposition.
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a frequency-flat propagation channel and a negligible source-destination link. Two different optimization

problems are considered. In particular, the first is focused on the minimization/maximization of a global

objective function subject to average power constraints at the source and relay nodes while the second

aims at minimizing the total power consumption while satisfying specific quality-of-service requirements.

Next, our analysis is extended to non-linear architectures as well as to frequency selective channels. We

also examine the problem of acquiring channel state information at all nodes and describe the distinctive

features of some robust optimization solutions. Section III is devoted to the optimization of a multi-hop

relay network, while in Section IV a one-way two-hop MIMO system with multiple parallel relays is

considered. The direct link is investigated in Section V while the most recently advanced solutions for

the optimization of a two-way two-hop MIMO system are reviewed in Section VI. Finally, in Section

VII we summarize some interesting open issues that are likely to be the basis for future research in the

optimization of relay networks.

II. OPTIMIZATION OF A ONE-WAY TWO-HOP MIMO SYSTEM

The one-way class refers to conventional two-hop systems in which four phases are needed to exchange

information between source and destination via the relay link. A first phase is required to convey data

from source to relay, a second one is needed to go from relay to destination, and two other phases

are then required for reverse link. The block diagram of a one-way two-hop MIMO system in which

linear processing is employed at all nodes is shown in Fig. 1. We start considering the case in which

the direct link is negligible due to large path attenuation3. This assumption will be removed in Section

V. For simplicity, we also restrict our attention to a frequency flat-fading channel while the extension to

frequency-selective fading channels will be discussed only later.

A. Signal model

The kth symbol is denoted by sk and is taken from a quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)

constellation with an average power normalized to unity for convenience. We assume that the source

and destination are both equipped with NS antennas while the relay employs NR antennas
4. In addition,

we denote by K ≤ min (NR, NS) the total number of transmitted symbols.

3This choice is motivated by the fact that a relay plays a much more important role when the direct link is weak than when

it is strong.

4The results can be easily extended to a more general case in which different number of antennas are available at source and

destination.
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As shown in Fig. 1, the source vector s = [s1, s2, . . . , sK ]T is first linearly processed by a matrix

U ∈ C
NS×K and then transmitted over the source-relay link in the first phase. At the relay, the received

signal is first processed by F ∈ C
NR×NR and then forwarded to the destination during the second phase.

Vector y at the input of the decision device is eventually given by [5]

y = GHUs + Gn (1)

where G ∈ C
K×NS is the processing matrix used at the destination and

H = HRDFHSR (2)

is the equivalent channel matrix while HSR ∈ C
NR×NS and HRD ∈ C

NS×NR are the source-relay and

relay-destination channel matrices, respectively, and n ∈ C
NS×1 is a zero-mean complex Gaussian vector

whose covariance matrix is ρRn with

Rn = HRDFFHHH
RD + INS

(3)

and ρ > 0 accounting for the noise variance over both links5. Henceforth, we denote by

HSR = ΩHSR
Λ

1/2
HSR

VH
HSR

and HRD = ΩHRD
Λ

1/2
HRD

VH
HRD

(4)

the singular value decompositions (SVDs) of HSR and HRD and assume without loss of generality that

the entries of the diagonal matrices ΛHSR
and ΛHRD

are arranged in non-increasing order. This amounts

to saying that λHSR,k ≥ λHSR,k+1 and λHRD,k ≥ λHRD,k+1 for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K − 1, where λHSR,k

and λHRD ,k stand for the kth diagonal element of ΛHSR
and ΛHRD

, respectively. Also, we denote by

E = E{(y − s) (y − s)H} the mean square error (MSE) matrix. From (3), it is seen that

E = (GHU − IK) (GHU − IK)H + ρGRnG
H . (5)

B. Problem formulation

A popular approach in the design of AF MIMO relay systems is to maximize the capacity between

source and destination (see [3] and [4] and references therein). Although the capacity is one of the

most important information-theoretic measure, there are many other ways of characterizing the reliability

of transmission schemes. Most of them relies on the minimization\maximization of a global objective

function f : R
K → R subject to average power constraints at the source and relay nodes. Henceforth, we

assume that f depends on the single MSEs {[E]k,k; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K} and formalize such optimization

5The extension to the case in which the noise contribution over each link has a different variance is straightforward.
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problems as follows [5] (see [1] and references therein for a detailed discussion on the subject in single-

hop MIMO systems):

P1 : min
G,U,F

f
(
[E]k,k ; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K

)
(6)

s.t. tr{UUH} ≤ PS

tr
{
F

(
HSRUUHHSR

H + ρINR

)
FH

}
≤ PR

where PS and PR denote the power available for transmission at the source and relay, respectively.

Following [1], we restrict our attention only to reasonable f , i.e., functions that are increasing in each

argument.

An alternative approach is based on the minimization of the total power consumption while meeting

specific quality-of-service (QoS) requirements on the different data streams. In particular, we assume that

the QoS constraints are given in terms of the MSEs so that the problem can be formalized as [6] (see

for example [13] for single-hop MIMO systems):

P2 : min
G,U,F

tr
{
UHU + F

(
HSRUUHHSR

H + ρINR

)
FH

}
(7)

s.t. [E]k,k ≤ ηk for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.

where ηk > 0 specifies the QoS requirement for the kth data stream.

If not otherwise stated, in the following derivations we assume a perfect knowledge of HSR and HRD

at all nodes.

C. Design of (G,U,F) for problem P1

Since f is increasing in each argument, the optimalG in (6) must be such that each [E]k,k is minimized

for any given (U,F) [5]. As is well known, this is achieved by choosing G equal to the Wiener filter,

i.e.,

G = UHHH
(
HUUHHH + ρRn

)−1
. (8)

Substituting (8) into (5) yields

E = ρ
(
UHHHR−1

n HU + ρIK

)−1
. (9)

It is worth observing that when the optimal G is equal to the Wiener filter the signal-to-interference

noise ratio (SINR) over the kth stream is related to the corresponding MSE as follows

SINRk =
1

[E]k,k
− 1. (10)
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This means that the optimization problem in (6) encompasses also all design criteria in which the objective

function is expressed in terms of SINRs [1].

As shown in [5], the optimal U and F can be computed in closed-form for additively Schur-concave

or Schur-convex functions. As originally pointed out in [1], this class of functions is of great interest

since many different optimization criteria driving the design of wireless communication systems arise in

connection with it. The interested reader is referred to [1] for a more detailed discussion on the subject.

1) Additively Schur-concave functions: A short list of optimization problems in which f is additively

Schur-concave is given below.

• The maximization of the mutual information f([E]k,k; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) = −
∑K

k=1 log[E]k,k.

• The minimization of the product of the MSEs f([E]k,k; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) =
∏K

k=1[E]k,k.

• The maximization of the sum of the SINRs f([E]k,k; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) = −
∑K

k=1(
1

[E]k,k
− 1).

• The maximization of the product of the SINRs f([E]k,k; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) = −
∏K

k=1(
1

[E]k,k
− 1).

In writing the above list, we have used the fact that when the Wiener filter is used at the destination

the SINR is related to the MSE through (10).

If f is additively Schur-concave then the optimal U and F in (6) are given by [5]

U = ṼHSR
Λ

1/2
U and F = ṼHRD

Λ
1/2
F Ω̃

H
HSR

(11)

where ṼHSR
, ṼHRD

and Ω̃HSR
are obtained from the K columns of VHSR

, VHRD
, and ΩHSR

associated

to the K largest singular values of the corresponding channel matrix. In addition, ΛU ∈ C
K×K and

ΛF ∈ C
K×K are diagonal matrices with elements given by

λU,k = Ak and λF,k =
Bk

AkλHSR,k + ρ
(12)

where λHSR,k denotes the kth diagonal entry of ΛHSR
in (4).

The coefficients Ak and Bk for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K account for the transmission power required by the kth

stream at the source and relay, respectively, and are obtained as the solutions of the following problem:

min
{Ak≥0,Bk≥0}

f(λ) (13)

s.t.
K∑

k=1

Ak ≤ PS and
K∑

k=1

Bk ≤ PR

where λ = [λ1,λ2, . . . ,λK ]T and λk is the kth eigenvalue of E given by

λk = ρ
AkλHSR,k + BkλHRD,k + ρ

(AkλHSR,k + ρ) (BkλHRD ,k + ρ)
(14)

while λHRD,k denotes the kth diagonal entry of ΛHRD
in (4).
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From (11), it follows that the optimalU and F match the singular vectors of the corresponding channel

matrices. In this way, the strongest spatial channels of the source-relay and relay-destination links are

matched together.

Collecting the above results together, it is easily seen that the overall channel matrixH = GHRDFHSRU

becomes diagonal with entries given by [5]

λH,k =
λU,kλHSR,kλF,kλHRD,k

λU,kλHSR,kλF,kλHRD,k + ρ (λF,kλHRD ,k + 1)
.

Also, the MSE matrix turns out to be diagonal with elements given by

[E]k,k = λk. (15)

From the above results, it follows that the AF MIMO relay system becomes equivalent to a set of

parallel single-input single-output (SISO) channels. This is depicted in Fig. 2 when S is chosen equal to

the identity matrix. A similar result was obtained for single-hop systems [1].

Now the only problem left is to solve (13). Once {Ak} and {Bk} are computed, the optimal allocation

of the available power over the parallel SISO channels of Fig. 2 can be found through (12). While in

single-hop systems the optimal power distribution can easily be found by means of water-filling inspired

algorithms [1], solving (13) represents the most challenging task since it is not in a convex form. A

possible solution to this problem is represented by the grid-search based algorithm illustrated in [7]. The

latter was originally proposed for the maximization of the mutual information in one-way two-hop SISO

multicarrier systems and has been recently extended to a generic function of the MSEs in [8] only for the

simple case in which a uniform power allocation is adopted at the source. Unfortunately, the algorithm

in [7] is computationally intensive since a high-dense two-dimensional grid-search whose complexity

grows quadratically with the number of subcarriers (spatial channels in the system under investigation)

is required to obtain good approximations of the global minimum. To overcome this problem, the authors

in [7] propose also an alternative approach based on an heuristic line of reasoning in which the power

is allocated separately at the source and relay by means of a water-filling algorithm operating over a

progressively searched subset of subcarriers/spatial channels. This leads to a suboptimal procedure with

linear complexity whose solution is shown in [7] to be near to the optimal one.

An alternative approach that may guarantee a good trade-off between complexity and performance

is achieved with the method proposed in [5] and [9], where (13) is alternately solved with respect to

{Ak} or {Bk} keeping the other fixed. This leads to an iterative optimization procedure that if properly

initialized monotonically converges to a local optimum of (13) since the conditional updates of {Ak}
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and {Bk} may either decrease or maintain (but not increase) the objective function f(λ). Interestingly,

the minimization of f(λ) in (13) with respect to {Ak} (or {Bk}) when {Bk} (or {Ak}) is fixed leads

to a water-filling inspired solution for most of the Schur-concave functions of interest [5]. However, as

any other iterative algorithms some caution must be taken in applying the above scheme since a bad

initialization can prevent it from converging to a local optimum. For example, in [7] the authors observe

that a uniform power allocation may not be a good initial point in fully spatial-correlated channels, i.e.,

λHSR,k = λHSR
and λHRD,k = λHRD

for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.

An approximate solution of (13) can be obtained in closed-form (without the need of any iterative

procedure) through the low-complexity algorithm proposed in [10]. However, such a method works

properly only when the power budgets PS and PR are sufficiently higher than the noise variance ρ.

2) Additively Schur-convex functions: A short list of optimization problems in which f is additively

Schur-convex is given below (see for example [1] and [5] for more details).

• The minimization of the sum of the MSEs f([E]k,k; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) =
∑K

k=1 [E]k,k.

• The minimization of the maximum MSE f([E]k,k; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) = max1≤k≤K [E]k,k.

• The minimization of the harmonic mean of the SINRs f([E]k,k; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) =
∑K

k=1
[E]k,k

1−[E]k,k
.

• The maximization of the minimum of the SINRs f([E]k,k; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) = −min1≤k≤K
1−[E]k,k

[E]k,k
.

If f is additively Schur-convex then the optimal matrices U and F in (6) are given by [5]

U = ṼHSR
Λ

1/2
U SH and F = ṼHRD

Λ
1/2
F Ω̃

H
HSR

(16)

where S ∈ C
K×K is unitary while the entries of the diagonal matrices ΛU ∈ C

K×K and ΛF ∈ C
K×K

are still given by (12). The quantities {Ak} and {Bk} are now obtained as:

min
{Ak≥0,Bk≥0}

K∑

k=1

ρ
AkλHSR,k + BkλHRD ,k + ρ

(AkλHSR,k + ρ) (BkλHRD,k + ρ)
(17)

s.t.
K∑

k=1

Ak ≤ PS and
K∑

k=1

Bk ≤ PR.

The above problem is still not convex and the same techniques illustrated previously can be applied to

obtain a suboptimal solution. Interestingly, it is seen that the power allocation problem (17) does not

depend on the particular choice of f .

As shown in Fig. 2, when f is an additively Schur-convex function the optimal structure of the relay

system is diagonal up to a unitary matrix S. The latter must be chosen such that the diagonal elements

of the MSE matrix E now given by [5]

E = SΛSH (18)
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are all equal to the arithmetic mean of its eigenvalues, i.e.,

[E]k,k =
1

K

K∑

i=1

λi (19)

where {λi} are still of the form in (14). If K is a power of two, the above condition can easily be met

choosing S equal to the discrete Fourier transform matrix or to a Walsh-Hadamard matrix. Otherwise, S

can be found through the iterative procedure described in [11].

Fig. 3 illustrates the bit-error-rate (BER) of a 4−QAM constellation as function of the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) on the source-relay link for different optimization criteria when NS = NR = 3, K = 2 and

the SNR over the relay-destination link is fixed to 20 dB. Comparisons are made among the designs based

on three Schur-concave functions: the maximization of the mutual information (MI), the maximization of

the product of the SINRs (Prod - SINR) and the minimization of the sum of the MSEs (Sum - MSE); and

also on a Schur-convex function6: the minimization of the maximum MSE (Max - MSE). The alternating

algorithm developed in [5] and [9] is used to allocate the available power at source and relay. It is seen

that the Schur-convex design outperform Schur-concave ones while all the investigated solutions perform

consistently better than the NAF (naive AF) design in which U and F are set equal to scaled identity

matrices. It is worth observing that MI is a good criterion only for coded systems in which the number of

symbols for each coding block is large. On the other hand, the simulation setup of Fig. 3 refers to uncoded

systems with a small number of symbols (4-QAM and K = 2) for each block and comparisons among

the different schemes are made in term of raw BER. In these circumstances, it is not surprising that the

MI-based algorithm does not yield a better performance than other solutions based on different criteria.

Moreover, the fact that the BER of a Schur-convex driven design is smaller than that of a Schur-concave

one is not surprising and it is in accordance with the results illustrated in [1] for single-hop systems. A

simple explanation relies on the following observation. As shown in (19), when a Schur-convex design

is applied the MSEs are all equal to the arithmetic mean of the quantities {λk}. On the other hand, from

(15) it follows that when a Schur-concave design is employed the kth MSE is simply equal to λk. Since

the average BER of a MIMO system is dominated by the spatial stream with the largest MSE, it follows

that a Schur-concave design cannot provide better performance than a Schur-convex one as long as the

quantities {λk} are different.

6Observe that any other Schur-convex function would provide the same performance of the considered one as all of them

lead to the same solution.
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D. Design of (G,U,F) for problem P2

A close inspection of (7) reveals that the best we can do is to choose G so as to minimize each MSE

[13]. This means that the optimal G in (7) is still given by the Wiener filter (8). On the other hand, the

optimal U and F have the following form [6]

U = ṼHSR
Λ

1/2
U SH and F = ṼHRD

Λ
1/2
F Ω̃

H
HSR

(20)

where S ∈ C
K×K is unitary and such that the diagonal elements of E = SΛSH satisfy the following

condition

[E]k,k = ηk for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K. (21)

The entries of the diagonal matrices ΛU and ΛF are still obtained as in (12) with Ak and Bk solutions

of the following problem (the interested reader is referred to [6] for more details):

min
{Ak ≥ 0},{Bk ≥ 0}

K∑

k=1

Ak +
K∑

k=1

Bk (22)

s.t.
j∑

k=1

λk ≤
j∑

k=1

ηk for j = 1, 2, . . . ,K

0 < λk ≤ λk+1 ≤ 1 k = 1, 2, . . . ,K − 1.

As for the minimization of additively Schur-convex functions, the optimized structure is diagonal up to a

unitary matrix S. The latter must be now designed such that (21) is fulfilled. For this purpose, the same

iterative procedure mentioned before and illustrated in [11] can be used.

Finding the solution to (22) is again the major challenge of the optimization. A possible approach is

discussed in [6] in which the optimal solution is upper- and lower-bounded using the geometric pro-

gramming approach and the dual decomposition technique, respectively. Unfortunately, the computation

complexity of both solutions is relatively high so as to make them unsuited for practical implementation.

A reduced complexity algorithm is derived in [12] in which the optimization in (22) is first carried out

over Ak and Bk for a fixed λk and then over all possible λk within the feasible set of (22). As shown in

[12], this approach allows to approximate the original problem with a convex one, whose solution can

be computed in closed-form through a multi-step procedure that requires no more than K − 1 steps.

Fig. 4 illustrates the total power consumption in dB when the noise variances over the source-relay

and relay-destination links are both equal to 0 dB and NS = NR = K = 3 while the QoS constraints

are for simplicity assumed to be identical, i.e., η1 = η2 = η3 = η. The curve labelled with GP refers

to a system in which the power allocation problem is approximated using the geometric programming

approach proposed in [6] while RC corresponds to the reduced complexity algorithm developed in [12].
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Comparisons are made with SA (sub-optimal algorithm) in which the unitary matrix S in (20) is set

equal to the identity matrix [6]. As seen, GP and RC provide substantially the same performance and

achieve a remarkable gain with respect to SA. In [12], it is shown that the amount of power required by

RC is very close to the minimum.

Remark. It is worth observing that in practical applications source and relay may be unable to meet all

the QoS requirements due to their limited power resource or due to regulations specifying the maximum

transmit power. This calls for some countermeasures. A possible way out to this problem (not investigated

yet) is represented by the technique illustrated in [13] for single-hop MIMO systems in which the QoS

constraints that produce the largest increase in terms of transmit power are first identified and then

relaxed using a perturbation analysis. An alternative approach is to make use of an admission control

algorithm such as the one illustrated in [14] for multi-user single-antenna relay systems in which the

power minimization problem is carried out jointly with the maximization of the number of users that can

be QoS-guaranteed.

E. Extension to non-linear architectures

As is well-known, a decision feedback equalizer (DFE) provides a significant performance gain with

respect to a linear one in single-hop MIMO systems either in terms of BER or system capacity. Similar

results have been also recently found in one-way two-hop MIMO systems (see for example [6], [12] and

[15]) using the same mathematical tools employed in single-hop systems. These are largely represented

by the multiplicative majorization theory and the equal-diagonal QR decomposition method illustrated in

[16]. As an alternative to DFE, non-linear prefiltering based on Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP)

has also gained some attention [17] – [19].

Due to space limitations, we limit our attention to a DFE-based architecture for which (under the

assumption of correct previous decisions) the vector y at the input of the decision device is given by

y = (GHU − B) s+Gn where B ∈ C
K×K is strictly upper triangular and known as backward matrix

[15].

1) Design of (G,U,F,B) for problem P1: In [15], it is demonstrated that if the objective function f is

multiplicatively Schur-concave7 the optimized non-linear architecture reduces to the linear one discussed

previously. This means that there is no advantage in using a DFE at the destination when multiplicatively

7Due to space limitations, we do not report a list of multiplicatively Schur-concave or Schur-convex functions and limit to

observe that they play the same role as additively Schur-concave or Schur-convex functions in the linear case. The interested

reader is invited to refer to [1] for more details.
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Schur-concave functions are considered. On the other hand, if f is multiplicatively Schur-convex a

different result is found in [15]. In particular, it is shown that the optimal G is the Wiener filter and the

optimal B is equal to B = DLH − IK where L ∈ C
K×K is lower triangular and such that

LLH = UHHHR−1
n HU+ ρIK

while D ∈ C
K×K is diagonal and designed so as to scale to unity the entries [DLH ]k,k for k =

1, 2, . . . ,K. The optimal U and F take the form [15]

U = ṼHSR
Λ

1/2
U SH and F = ṼHRD

Λ
1/2
F Ω̃

H
HSR

where S ∈ C
K×K is unitary while the entries of the diagonal matrices ΛU and ΛF are in the same form

of (12) but with {Ak} and {Bk} obtained solving:

min
{Ak≥0,Bk≥0}

K∏

k=1

ρ
AkλHSR,k + BkλHRD,k + ρ

(AkλHSR,k + ρ) (BkλHRD ,k + ρ)
(23)

s.t.
K∑

k=1

Ak ≤ PS and
K∑

k=1

Bk ≤ PR.

Now, the unitary matrix S is such that (see [15] for more details)

[L]−1
k,k =

(
K∏

i=1

√
λi

) 1

K

(24)

is satisfied with λk defined as in (14). This is achieved through the iterative algorithm illustrated in [20].

In addition, the MSE matrix turns out to be given by

E =
(
LLH

)−1
= SΛSH (25)

from which using (24) it follows that its diagonal elements are all equal to the geometric mean of its

eigenvalues [15]

[E]k,k =

(
K∏

i=1

λi

) 1

K

. (26)

At this stage, we observe that every increasing additively Schur-convex function is multiplicatively

Schur-convex as well. Consequently, the additively Schur-convex functions analyzed in [5] and reported

in the previous section can be easily accommodated in the above framework (see [1] and [22] for further

details on this subject). Moreover, from (23) it follows that similar to the linear case with additively

Schur-convex functions the power allocation problem with multiplicatively Schur-convex functions is
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independent of f and the optimal processing matrices lead to a channel-diagonalizing structure provided

that the symbols are properly rotated at the source and destination by the unitary matrix S.

Finding the globally optimal solution of (23) with algorithms of affordable complexity is extremely

hard since the problem is not in a convex form. However, locally optimal solutions can be obtained

resorting to the same methods illustrated previously for the linear case [15].

In Fig. 3, the curve labelled with “Max - MSE with DFE” refers to a system in which the destination

is equipped with a DFE and the design is made according to a multiplicatively Schur-convex function:

the minimization of the maximum MSE. The available power is allocated using the alternating algorithm

proposed in [5] and [9]. As expected, a non-linear system provides better performance than a linear one.

This advantage is lost if a multiplicatively Schur-concave function is chosen since in these circumstances

the non-linear system reduces to the linear one.

2) Design of (G,U,F,B) for problem P2: When the power minimization problem is considered, in

[6] it is shown that the optimal (G,U,F,B) have the same form of before for the case of multiplicatively

Schur-convex functions with the only differences that S is such that [L]−1
k,k =

√
ηk for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K

and the quantities {Ak} and {Bk} are solutions of the following problem:

min
{Ak ≥ 0},{Bk ≥ 0}

K∑

k=1

Ak +
K∑

k=1

Bk (27)

s.t.
j∏

k=1

λk ≤
j∏

k=1

ηk for j = 1, 2, . . . ,K

0 < λk ≤ λk+1 ≤ 1 k = 1, 2, . . . ,K − 1.

Using the same arguments adopted for the linear case, in [6] an upper- and a lower-bound to the globally

optimal solution of the above non-convex problem are computed. Alternatively, the reduced-complexity

procedure developed in [12] can be used.

In Fig. 4, the curves labelled with GP-DFE and RC-DFE refer respectively to a system in which

the successive GP approach of [6] and the algorithm developed in [12] are employed in conjunction

with a DFE. As seen, both solutions require substantially the same power and largely outperform the

corresponding ones obtained with a linear receiver for all the investigated values of η.

F. Extension to frequency selective fading channels

As done in single-hop MIMO systems, the above optimization procedures can be extended to frequency-

selective fading channels using multicarrier transmissions. To see how this comes about, assume for exam-

ple that an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) transmission scheme with N subcarriers
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is used and focus on the problem of minimizing a global objective function under fixed power constraints.

As illustrated in [5] and [15], when cooperation among subcarriers is allowed, the optimization problem

is formally equivalent to (6) both for the linear and non-linear architecture (clearly, in the latter case the

optimization has also to be done with respect to the backward matrix B, just as discussed in Section

II.E). This means that if f is additively (multiplicatively) Schur-concave or Schur-convex then the optimal

processing matrices have the same form as before for the linear (non-linear) flat-fading case. A similar

result holds true for the minimization of the total power consumption (problem P2).

Consider now the less general case in which an independent linear processing must be performed at

each subcarrier. Denoting by Gn,Un and Fn the processing matrices operating over the nth subcarrier

and calling MSEn,k the MSE of the kth symbol over the nth subcarrier, the optimization problem can

be formalized as follows:

min
Gn,Un,Fn

f(g1, g2, . . . , gN ) (28)

s.t. gn = fn(MSEn,1,MSEn,2, . . . ,MSEn,K) n = 1, 2, . . . , N
N∑

n=1
tr{UnU

H
n } ≤ PS

N∑
n=1

tr
{
Fn

(
HSR,nUnU

H
n HSR,n

H + ρINR

)
FH

n

}
≤ PR

where f : R
N → R and fn : R

K → R are generic objective functions while HSR,n ∈ C
NR×NS denotes

the source-relay channel matrix over the nth subcarrier. Interestingly, if f and fn are increasing in each

argument, the above optimization problem can be greatly simplified using the primal decomposition

technique which allows to decompose the given problem into N independent subproblems controlled by

a master problem. The latter is given by

min
{PS,n≥0},{PR,n≥0}

f̂({PS,n}, {PR,n}) (29)

s.t.
N∑

n=1
PS,n ≤ PS and

N∑
n=1

PR,n ≤ PR

where PS,n and PR,n denote respectively the power allocated over the nth subcarrier by the source and

relay while f̂({PS,n}, {PR,n}) = f(ĝ1, ĝ2, . . . , ĝN ) with each ĝn corresponding to the minimum value

of the cost function fn in the following subproblem:

min
Gn,Un,Fn

gn = fn(MSEn,1,MSEn,2, . . . ,MSEn,K) (30)

s.t. tr{UnU
H
n } ≤ PS,n

tr
{
Fn

(
HSR,nUnU

H
n HSR,n

H + ρINR

)
FH

n

}
≤ PR,n.
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Using the above procedure, the solution of (28) can be efficiently computed as follows. The master

problem in (29) can be solved using the same techniques illustrated and analyzed in [21] while the nth

subproblem turns out to have the same form of (6) once f is replaced with fn. This means that when fn

is additively Schur-concave or Schur-convex8 the solution of each subproblem can be computed in closed

form as shown previously for the linear flat-fading case. Such a scheme is known in the technical literature

as carrier-noncooperative approach with optimal power allocation [22]. Alternatively, the design of the

processing matrices can be performed under the assumption that no-cooperation is allowed and a fixed

power (for example, a uniform distributed power) is allocated to each subcarrier. This scheme is simply

referred to as a carrier-noncooperative approach and it is again formally equivalent to (6). As expected,

the carrier-cooperative approach performs better than the carrier-noncooperative ones especially when

highly frequency selective channels are considered [5]. Indeed, in these circumstances the frequency

diversity of the channel provides additional degrees of freedom that with cooperating subcarriers can be

exploited to improve the system performance.

The problem of minimizing the total power consumption in OFDM-MIMO systems in which several

types of services are supported through spatial multiplexing has recently been investigated in [23]. Since

in practical applications the reliability of each type of transmission depends on a global performance

metric measured over the assigned subcarriers, differently from [6] the power minimization problem is

reformulated assuming that the QoS constraint of each service is given as a generic Schur-convex function

of the MSEs over all subcarriers rather than as individual MSEs. Interestingly, it turns out that the solution

of this problem reduces to the one illustrated in [6] both for a linear and a non-linear architecture. The

only difference with respect to [6] relies on the structure of the unitary matrix to apply to the transmitted

data symbols at the source and destination nodes.

G. Acquisition of channel state information and robust optimization

As seen, the optimization of a one-way two-hop MIMO system requires explicit knowledge of the

source-relay and relay-destination channel matrices. In principle, channel acquisition at the receiver (relay

and destination) can be obtained using the same methods employed in conventional single-hop MIMO

networks (see for example [24] and references therein). Specific algorithms for channel estimation in

AF relay systems are also available in literature. For example, the estimation of both the source-relay

8Observe that in the carrier cooperative scheme the global cost function f is required to be additively Schur-concave/convex,

whereas in the noncooperative scheme each fn must be additively Schur-concave/ convex.
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and relay-destination channels can be performed directly at the destination node through the pilot-based

schemes recently proposed in [25] and [26]. On the other hand, channel acquisition at the transmitter

(source and relay) is a more demanding task. A possible solution relies on exploiting the channel

reciprocity between the forward and reverse links and it is suited for open-loop systems. Unfortunately,

the reciprocity is only valid for the “over the air” (i.e., from antenna to antenna) segment while channel

estimation is usually performed at the baseband level after the radio-frequency chain. This calls for

efficient calibration schemes not easy to be implemented [27]. An alternative approach consists in

performing the estimation process at the receiver and feeding channel measurements back through a

reliable reverse link. This strategy is suited for closed-loop systems and it is nowadays considered as the

most promising solution for commercial applications.

Motivated by the above discussion, we focus on closed-loop techniques in the next. This amounts to

saying that the estimation of HSR is performed at the relay whereas the task of estimating HRD is left to

the destination node. Once estimates of HSR and HRD are available, one has to decide how they should

be shared among nodes for the computation of the optimal processing matrices. A possible solution is

to make use of a distributed9 algorithm in which each node computes its own processing matrix. This

means that the estimates of HSR and HRD must be sent from the relay to the destination and from the

destination to the relay, respectively, whereas they must be both transmitted to the source node via a

feedback channel from the relay. An alternative approach is represented by a centralized algorithm in

which only a single node computes all the optimal processing matrices and then transmits them to the

others. Clearly, the centralized strategy requires the computation node to acquire information about all

the propagation channels either by direct estimation or via feedback links.

Remark: As mentioned in the Introduction, this work is mainly focused on transceiver design under the

assumption that source and relay have perfect or at least partial knowledge of the propagation channel.

As is well-known, when this assumption does not hold true and no channel state information is available

during transmission, one may resort to space-time coding techniques as a means to significantly improve

the link reliability and spectral efficiency of wireless communication systems. Since the pioneering work

of Tarokh et al. in [28], space-time coding has gained a lot of interest both from academia and industry

and a large number of publications has flourished in the literature in a few years (see [29] and references

therein). Most of the research activity has been primarily focused on single-hop MIMO systems but

9The word “distributed” has several meanings in wireless communications but herein it is used to refer to a system in which

each node makes only use of the channel state information available locally.
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it has been recently extended to relay networks with single or multiple antennas under the name of

cooperative diversity or user diversity (see for example [30]). Herein, the multiple terminals (source

and/or relays) cooperate to create a virtual antenna array that provides some form of spatial diversity.

Due to space limitations, we cannot provide a detailed description of the possible architectures but we

refer the interested reader to [31] – [40] (and references therein) for a comprehensive overview of the

literature available on this subject.

1) Robust Linear Optimization: Assume that estimates ĤSR and ĤRD of the source-relay and relay-

destination channels are available. The simplest solution is to use them in place of HSR and HRD

for the computation of the optimal processing matrices. Although simple, such an approach leads to

a substantial performance degradation with respect to the perfect knowledge case. An alternative route

consists in designing the optimal matrices taking the channel estimation errors into account. This leads

to the so-called robust optimization design in which either min-max approaches or stochastic methods

are usually employed [41]. In the sequel, we concentrate on stochastic methods and review some recent

works developed specifically for a linear AF architecture.

The robust design of (G,F) that minimizes the sum of the MSEs with a power constraint at the relay

has been addressed in [42]. The main difference with respect to the perfect channel knowledge case is

that all the statistical expectations involved in the optimization problem are computed also with respect

to the distribution of the channel estimation errors. To this end, in [42] the following error models are

assumed (see also [43] and [44] and references therein):

HSR = ĤSR +∆SR and HRD = ĤRD + ∆RD (31)

where

∆SR = Σ
1/2
SR∆

(w)
SRΨ

1/2
SR and ∆RD = Σ

1/2
RD∆

(w)
RDΨ

1/2
RD (32)

are the channel estimation error matrices. In particular, the elements of ∆
(w)
SR ∈ C

NR×NS

(
∆

(w)
RD ∈

C
NS×NR

)
are independent and identically distributed zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables

with unit variance, while ΣSR ∈ C
NR×NR

(
ΣRD ∈ C

NS×NS

)
and Ψ

T
SR ∈ C

NS×NS

(
Ψ

T
RD ∈ C

NR×NR

)

are the row and column covariance matrices of ∆SR (∆RD), respectively. Assuming that the covariance

matrices are perfectly known and that ĤSR and ĤRD are given, the channel uncertainties in (31) are

only represented by ∆
(w)
SR and ∆

(w)
RD in (32). In these circumstances, it is easily recognized that the a

posteriori distributions of the matricesHSR andHRD in (31) follow the well-known Gaussian-Kronecker

model [42].
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It is worth observing that the expressions ofΣSR,ΨSR, ΣRD andΨRD depend on the specific channel

estimation algorithm. For example, it can easily be shown [42, Remark 1] that the above model includes

two well-known Bayesian MMSE estimators proposed in literature [43] and [44].

The robust design of (G,U,F) has been addressed in [45] for a flat-fading scenario and in [46] for

an OFDM system operating over a frequency-selective fading channel. The extension of these results to

additively Schur-concave and Schur-convex functions can be found in [47] and is now briefly reviewed.

We start observing that the optimization problem in (6), when all nodes have imperfect channel state

information, takes the following form [47]:

P̄1 : min
G,U,F

f
([

E
]
k,k

; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
)

(33)

s.t. tr
{
UUH

}
≤ PS

tr
{
F

(
ĤSRUUHĤH

SR + αΣSR + ρINR

)
FH

}
≤ PR

where α = tr{UUH
ΨSR} and E = EHSR,HRD

{E} denotes the expectation of the MSE matrix in (5)

computed with respect to the statistical distributions of HSR and HRD in (31). This yields

E = GAGH − GĤU − UHĤHGH + IK

where we have defined Ĥ = ĤRDFĤSR and

A = βĤRDF
(
ĤSRUUHĤH

SR + αΣSR + ρINR

)
FHĤH

RDΣRD + INS

with β = tr{F(ĤSRUUHĤH
SR + αΣSR + ρINR

)FH
ΨRD}. The optimal G in (33) is the Wiener filter

given by G = UHĤHA−1. On the other hand, finding the optimal U and F for arbitrary covariance

matrices is very difficult. In [47] their explicit structure is provided only when the row and/or the column

covariance matrices are equal to scaled identity matrices. For example, assume that ΣSR = ǫSRINR
and

ΣRD = ǫRDINS
and let the SVDs of ĤSR and ĤRD be respectively given by ĤSR = ΩĤSR

Λ
1/2

ĤSR

VH
ĤSR

and ĤRD = ΩĤRD
Λ

1/2

ĤRD

VH
ĤRD

. In the above circumstances, if additively Schur-concave functions are

considered the optimal U and F take the form [47]

U = ṼĤSR
Λ

1/2
U F = ṼĤRD

Λ
1/2
F Ω̃

H
ĤSR

(34)

where Ω̃ĤSR
, ṼĤSR

and ṼĤRD
correspond to the K columns of ΩĤSR

, VĤSR
and VĤRD

associated to

the K largest singular values. The entries of the diagonal matrices ΛU ∈ C
K×K and ΛF ∈ C

K×K can

be obtained through the iterative method developed in [5]. If f is a Schur-convex function, the optimal F

is as in (34) while the optimal U is given by U = ṼĤSR
Λ

1/2
U SH with S being a proper unitary matrix

chosen such that the diagonal elements of E are all equal to the arithmetic mean of its eigenvalues.
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As mentioned before, in [42] and [45] – [47] it is shown that a robust design provides better performance

compared to the simple scheme in which the channel estimation errors are not taken into account and

the estimated channel matrices ĤSR and ĤRD are simply used in place of HSR and HRD .

III. OPTIMIZATION OF A ONE-WAY MULTI-HOP MIMO SYSTEM

In case of a long source-destination distance, multi-hop communications may be necessary to carry

the information from the source to the destination. Consider for example a linear L−hop MIMO relay

system consisting of L− 1 relays each equipped (for notational simplicity) with the same number NS of

antennas employed at source and destination nodes and call Hi ∈ C
NS×NS the channel matrix between

the ith and the (i−1)th nodes or hops (see Fig. 5). Also, denote by F0 ∈ C
NS×K and Fi ∈ C

NS×NS for

i = 1, 2, . . . , L− 1 the source and the ith relay processing matrices, respectively. In these circumstances,

the vector received at the ith relay takes the form

ri = Hixi−1 + ni, i = 1, 2, . . . , L (35)

where x0 = F0s with s ∈ C
K×1and xi ∈ C

NS×1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , L − 1 is the signal vector transmitted

by the ith relay given by

xi = Firi (36)

while ni ∈ C
Ns×1 accounts for thermal noise.

Some recent works on the multi-hop MIMO systems described by the above model can be found in

[48] – [51]. In particular, in [48] the asymptotic capacity is derived under the assumption that Fi for

i = 1, 2, . . . , L−1 is a scaled identity matrix while the capacity scaling law with an asymptotically large

number of hops is computed in [49]. In [50] the authors investigate the achievable diversity gain when

diagonal relaying matrices are used. In [51] the optimal {Fi} are found by neglecting the noise at the

relay nodes.

The first attempt at designing all the involved processing matrices according to a different optimization

criterion can be found in [52] in which the minimization of additively Schur-concave/convex objective

functions subject to average power constraints at the source and the relays is considered. Although

conceptually similar to the one discussed in Section II, the above problem is much more involved since

the objective function now depends on all the relay amplifying matrices and the power constraint at each

relay node is a function of the processing matrices of all backward nodes. Interestingly, it turns out that

the solution of such a complicated problem has the same form of the channel-diagonalizing structure

found before for a two-hop system. Furthermore, this elegant result is valid for any arbitrary number L
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of hops. Mathematically, G is the Wiener filter while the optimal F0 and Fi for i = 1, 2, . . . , L − 1 are

given by [52]

F0 = ṼH1
Λ

1/2
U SH and Fi = ṼHi+1

Λ
1/2
Fi

Ω̃
H
Hi

(37)

where S ∈ C
K×K is unitary while Ω̃Hi

∈ C
NS×K and ṼHi

∈ C
NS×K are obtained from the SVD of

Hi. In addition, ΛU ∈ C
K×K and {ΛFi

∈ C
K×K} are the diagonal power loading matrices that can be

designed for example using the alternating power loading algorithm described in Section II. As for two-

hop systems, S is equal to the identity matrix when additively Schur-concave functions are considered

while it must be such that the overall MSE matrix has identical diagonal elements for additively Schur-

convex functions. All the above results have been later extended to non-linear architectures in [15] while

the minimization of the power consumption with QoS requirements is discussed in [6].

Although interesting from a mathematical point of view, the realization of the above optimized multi-

hop system is a challenging task since centralized processing is required to compute the optimal ΛU and

{ΛFi
}. This may lead to a system with high computational complexity and large signaling overhead.

To overcome this difficulty, simplified algorithms are proposed in [53] in which the optimization of the

relay matrices is carried out locally at each relay node while maintaining comparable performance with

respect to the optimal one. This is enabled by the observation that the optimal processing matrix of each

relay can be rewritten as the combination of two linear filters that allow to decompose the overall MSE

matrix E into the sum of the MSE matrices at all relays.

When the instantaneous channel state information is only available at the destination but it is unknown

at the source and the relays, the structure of the optimal source and relay amplifying matrices that

maximizes the source-destination ergodic sum capacity is derived in [54] using knowledge of the channel

covariance matrices.

Remark. When the source is far away from the destination and a large number of hops is required,

the noise propagation effect of non-regenerative relays makes data recovery at the destination almost

impossible for practical values of SNRs. In these circumstances, a combination of regenerative and non-

regenerative relays should be used to provide a good tradeoff between the end-to-end processing delay

and error rate performance [52].

IV. OPTIMIZATION OF A ONE-WAY TWO-HOP MIMO SYSTEM WITH MULTIPLE (PARALLEL) RELAYS

The block diagram of a linear one-way two-hop MIMO system with multiple (parallel) relays is shown

in Fig. 6 in which the number of active relays is denoted by Q and the matrix collecting the channel

gains between the source and the qth relay (the qth relay and the destination) for q = 1, 2, . . . , Q is called
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HSRq
∈ C

NR×NS (HRqD ∈ C
NS×NR). In these circumstances, the vector y ∈ C

K×1 can be expressed as

in (1) with the only difference that the matrices HSR ∈ C
NRQ×NS and HRD ∈ C

NS×NRQ now take the

form HSR = [HH
SR1

HH
SR2

· · · HH
SRQ

]H and HRD = [HR1D HR2D · · · HRQD] while F ∈ C
NRQ×NRQ

is block diagonal and given by F = diag {F1,F2, . . . ,FQ}.

In [55] the authors set G and U equal to the identity matrices and attempt to find the optimal structure

of F minimizing the sum of the MSEs subject to a global power constraint at the output of the relays.

Unfortunately, the solution is found in closed-form only for the simple case in which relays are equipped

with a single antenna, i.e., NR = 1 while the multiple antenna case is addressed without imposing

any power constraint at the relays. The design of F that minimizes the total power consumption while

fulfilling a given set of SNR constraints is investigated in [56] and a power efficient solution is derived

in closed-form after solving a two-step optimization problem. The extension to a system in which U and

G may have a general structure has recently been considered in [57] for the minimization of the sum of

the MSEs. In particular, in [57] it is found that the optimal G is the Wiener filter while the optimal U

and F are such that

U = ṼHSR
Λ

1/2
U and HRDF = PΛ

1/2
F Ω̃

H
HSR

.

In the above equations, P ∈ C
K×K is an arbitrary unitary matrix while Ω̃HSR

∈ C
QNR×K and ṼHSR

∈

C
NS×K are obtained from the SVD of HSR. From the above results, it follows that the diagonalization

of the overall channel matrix H = HRDFHSRU is achieved up to a unitary matrix P. Unfortunately, in

[57] such a matrix is arbitrarily set equal to the identity since finding its optimal structure is an extremely

hard problem whose solution is not known yet. On the other hand, the evaluation of the elements of the

diagonal matrices ΛU and ΛF requires to solve a non-convex power allocation problem which can be

closely approximated using the same arguments outlined in Section II.

Fig. 7 illustrates the BER of the system designed in [57] as a function of the SNR over the source-

relay links when the symbols belong to a 4−QAM constellation and Q varies from 2 to 5. In addition,

the SNRs over the relay-destination links are fixed to 20 dB. As expected, increasing the number of

relays improves the system performance. Numerical results not shown for space limitations show that

a substantial improvement is achieved with respect to [55] in which only the processing matrix F is

optimized.

The above results have recently been extended in [58] to a system in which a DFE is used at the

destination. In particular, it is found that the channel-diagonalizing structure is optimal provided that two

unitary matrices are used at the source (destination) to rotate (counter-rotate) the transmitted (received)
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symbols. As before, finding the optimal structure of the above unitary matrices is an open issue.

The optimization of (G,F) for minimizing the power consumption subject to MSE-based QoS con-

straints is investigated in [59] with either an optimal or non-optimal source precoding matrix U.

V. OPTIMIZATION OF A ONE-WAY TWO-HOP MIMO SYSTEM IN PRESENCE OF DIRECT LINK

When the direct link is sufficiently strong, the exchange of information between source and destination

still requires four phases as in the case in which the direct link is negligible. However, different from

this latter case both destination and relay receive the source signal in the first phase. On the other hand,

during the second phase the source node is silent and the relay node sends the linearly precoded signal

to the destination. In these circumstances, the vector y turns out to be in the same form of (1) with the

equivalent channel matrix H given by H = [HH
SD, HH

SRFHHH
RD]H and

Rn =


 INS

0NS

0NS
HRDFFHHH

RD + INS




where HSD ∈ C
NS×NS is the source-destination channel matrix.

Although there exists much ongoing research, the problem of jointly designing (G,U,F) when the

direct link is present is still much open. A first attempt can be found in [3] in which the maximization

of the mutual information is considered and the design of F is carried out under the assumption that

no operation is performed at the source and destination. This amounts to setting G and U equal to the

identity matrices. Unfortunately, finding the solution of the above problem turns out to be extremely

challenging and only upper- and lower-bounds of the mutual information are used to compute F. The

same problem is considered in [4] wherein a suboptimal structure of F is derived following a different

line which does not take the power constraint at the relay into account. In [60] the joint design of (G,F)

is based on the following optimization problem

min
G,F

f
(
[E]k,k ; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K

)
(38)

s.t. tr
{
F

(
HSRUUHHSR

H + ρINR

)
FH

}
≤ PR

where f is a generic increasing function of its arguments. As shown in [60], the optimal G is again the

Wiener filter while the relay processing matrix F is found solving (38) with E now given by

E = ρ
(
HH

SDHSD + HHR−1
n H + ρIK

)−1
.

From the right-hand-side of the above equation, it is seen that differently from (9) an additional term

HH
SDHSD accounting for the direct link is present in the MSE matrix. The optimal F in (38) has the
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following form [60]

F = ṼHRD
AΩ̃

H
HSR

whereA ∈ C
K×K is an arbitrary matrix. The above result indicates thatF is a general linear beamforming

matrix matched to the left (right) singular vectors of the source-relay (relay-destination) channel. The

only difference with respect to the case in which the direct link is neglected is that A is not diagonal

unlike ΛF in (11). This means that the optimized structure does not lead to a diagonalization of the

overall communication system. In [60] a closed form solution for the optimal A is provided only for

the simple case in which a single antenna is employed at the source. On the other hand, when multiple

antennas are employed A is optimized only by means of numerical methods.

In [61] the authors deal with the problem of designing (G,U,F) so as to minimize the sum of the

MSEs subject to power constraints at the source and relay. As expected, the optimal G is found to be

the Wiener filter while the joint design of U and F is addressed by means of a suboptimal two-stage

procedure not based on any optimality criterion. The same problem is addressed in [10] where it is shown

that the optimal F has the following structure:

F = ṼHRD
AΩ̃

H

where A ∈ C
K×K is an arbitrary matrix while Ω̃ ∈ C

Ns×K is obtained from the SVD of HSRU =

ΩΛVH and corresponds to the K columns of Ω associated to the K largest singular values. As seen, F

is given as a function of U and A. Unfortunately, in [10] no closed-form is provided for the joint design

of U and A. Only a suboptimal solution making use of gradient-based numerical methods is discussed.

Fig. 8 illustrates the BER of the algorithm developed in [10] when a 4−QAM constellation is used and

the SNRs over the relay-destination and source-destination links are respectively given by 20 dB and

−10 dB. Comparisons are made with respect to the NAF algorithm in which no operation is performed

at the source and relay and with the solution illustrated in [5] and discussed in Section II in which the

direct link is neglected. As seen, some improvement is achieved taking into account the direct link.

Non-linear architectures in the presence of the direct link has recently been investigated in [62] and

[63]. In particular, in [62] a DFE-based system is considered. As for the linear case, it turns out that

the joint optimization of the processing matrices is hard to address. To overcome this difficulty, the

authors propose a suboptimal solution in which the precoding matrix U is constrained to have a unitary

structure. On the other hand, in [63] THP is employed at the source and only two suboptimal approaches

are proposed. The first operates in an iterative manner and relies on the THP design proposed in [64]
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and on the relay precoder scheme derived in [61]. The second one provides a closed-form solution for

the structure of U and F but it is again based on the assumption that U is unitary.

VI. OPTIMIZATION OF A TWO-WAY TWO-HOP MIMO SYSTEM

As seen, a one-way two-hop system requires four-phases to exchange the information between source

and destination. Since orthogonal channels (in time- or frequency-domain) are used to implement each

phase, such a system spends twice as much channel resources with respect to a direct communication.

To reduce this penalty, the two-way protocol originally proposed in [65] (see also [66] and references

therein) allows source (user 1) and destination (user 2) to simultaneously transmit during the first phase.

The received information at the relays is then forwarded to user 1 and 2 in the second phase. Since either

user 1 or user 2 know their own transmitted data, they can remove the self-interference from the received

signal provided that the required channel state information is available. This leads to a scheme with the

same spectral efficiency of direct communications and at the same time able to take advantage of the

potential benefits of relay communications.

The block diagram of a two-way two-hop MIMO relay network is shown in Fig. 9 in which si for

i = 1, 2 is used to denote the symbol vector transmitted by the ith user. In these circumstances, the signal

received at the relay during the first phase can be expressed as

yR = H1RUs1 + H2RGs2 + nR

where HiR ∈ C
NR×NS for i = 1, 2 denotes the channel matrix from the ith user to the relay while nR

accounts for thermal noise with zero mean and covariance matrix given by ρINR
. At the relay, the vector

yR is first processed by a matrix F ∈ C
NR×NR and then forwarded to both users during the second

phase. The received vector yi for i = 1, 2 takes the form

y1 = HR1FH2RGs2︸ ︷︷ ︸
useful signal

+HR1FH1RUs1︸ ︷︷ ︸
self-interference

+HR1FnR + n1︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise contribution

(39)

and

y2 = HR2FH1RUs1︸ ︷︷ ︸
useful signal

+HR2FH2RGs2︸ ︷︷ ︸
self-interference

+HR2FnR + n2︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise contribution

(40)

where HRi ∈ C
NS×NR for i = 1, 2 denotes the channel matrix from the relay to the ith user and ni

for i = 1, 2 is Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrix ρINS
. As explained earlier, from (39)

it is seen that if user 1 has knowledge of HR1FH1R it may remove its self-interference term from the

received signal. The same can be done by user 2 if HR2FH2R is known. Then, the vectors at the input
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of the decision devices are given by z1 = H′
1Gs2 + n′

1 and z2 = H′
2Us1 + n′

2 where we have defined

H′
1 = HR1FH2R and H′

2 = HR2FH1R while n′
1 and n′

2 are respectively given by n′
1 = HR1FnR +n1

and n′
2 = HR2FnR + n2.

Some recent works on two-way two-hop MIMO relay networks can be found in [67] and [68] (see also

[69] and references therein). In particular, in [67] the authors concentrate either on the maximization of the

achievable sum rate or on the minimization of the sum of the MSEs while imposing power constraints

at the terminals and relay. In both cases, they develop an iterative algorithm based on the gradient

descendent technique that allows to numerically compute an approximation of the optimal (G,U,F)

(even for the case in which multiple relays are used). On the other hand, in [68] the authors deal only

with the maximization of the achievable sum rate and demonstrate that when NR ≥ 2NS the optimal F

takes the form

F = Q1AQH
2 (41)

where A ∈ C
2NS×2NS is an arbitrary matrix while (Q1,Q2) ∈ C

NR×2NS are semi-unitary matrices

obtained from the following two QR decompositions:

[
HH

R1 HH
R2

]
= Q1R1 and [H1R H2R] = Q2R2

with (R1,R2) ∈ C
2NS×2NS being upper triangular. On the basis of the above result, it follows that

the original problem reduces to jointly design (G,U,A). Clearly, this does not change the nature of

the problem but it has the only practical relevance to lead to a simplification of the problem in those

applications for which NR > 2NS . Unfortunately, in [68] it is shown that the optimal structure of the

processing matrices (G,U,A) is hard to find in closed-form since the optimization problem is not

convex. This is in sharp contrast to the one-way relay systems discussed in Section II in which the

optimal structure of (G,U,F) are found in closed-form and leads to the diagonalization of the entire

relay system. To overcome this difficulty, a couple of numerical methods based on iterative procedures

in which A and (G,U) are alternatively optimized are proposed in [68]. In particular, the optimization

of A for a given set of matrices (G,U) is performed by means of two different algorithms. The first one

is a hybrid algorithm in which the gradient descendent search and the Newton’s method are adaptively

combined while the second one is inspired by the weighted minimum MSE algorithm originally proposed

in [70]. On the other hand, the optimization of (G,U) for a given A requires to solve a convex problem

whose solution is found by means of the generalized waterfilling algorithm developed in [71].

From the above discussion, it follows that channel knowledge in two-way relay systems plays a key

role since it is not only necessary for the design of the processing matrices but also for self-cancellation
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purposes. Although the problem of channel estimation in one-way relay systems has gained some interest,

little work has been done for the two-way relay protocol. The problem has been recently investigated in

[72] in which a two-phase training-based algorithm is derived according to two different criteria. The first

one relies on the maximum-likelihood methodology while the second one is derived so as to maximize

the SNR at the receiver after taking the channel estimation errors into account. A possible drawback

of these schemes is that they do not perform channel estimation at the relay in which only a scaling

operation is performed. This means that the required channel state information can be provided at the

relay only via a feedback channel. A different approach is illustrated in [73] in which channel estimation

is performed at the relay during the first phase and it is then used in the second one to properly allocate

the power so as to improve the channel estimate quality at the terminal nodes. An alternative approach

using the parallel factor analysis is proposed in [74].

VII. EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE LINES OF RESEARCH

This tutorial has discussed the optimization of AF MIMO relay systems. A number of key architectures

has been reviewed and investigated under different design criteria and operating conditions. As seen, the

optimization of a one-way two-hop MIMO system is a well-understood issue when perfect knowledge of

the channel matrices is assumed. Much work has still to be done for the development of robust solutions

able to cope with channel uncertanties. On the other hand, different aspects in the optimization of other

architectures remain unsolved and/or to be further investigated. An interesting problem common to all

the investigated systems is the deployment of decentralized algorithms that may provide a good tradeoff

between performance and system scalability. In addition to all this, there are still many extensions and

future lines of research related to the optimization of MIMO relay networks, some of which are briefly

described in the next. For example, the optimization of multiuser MIMO relay systems has only recently

become an active research topic. In particular, the multiaccess MIMO relay networks are addressed

in [53] – [54] while the multiuser broadcasting relay systems are investigated in [71]. Compared to

its single-user counterpart, the optimization of a multiuser system is much more challenging due to

the considerable amount of required channel state information and computational complexity. Another

interesting direction is the interference MIMO relay network where multiple source nodes communicate

with their desired destination nodes with the aid of (distributed) relay nodes [14] and [75]. Due to the

existence of interference, a cross layer design between the MAC layer and the PHY layer may be employed

to optimize the overall system performance. Also, the optimization of full-duplex relay networks in which

loop-back interference is traded for higher spectral efficiency is worthy further investigation [76].
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a linear one-way two-hop linear MIMO system.
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Fig. 2. Equivalent block diagram of the optimized one-way two-hop MIMO system when the direct link is omitted. When f

is additively Schur-concave, the matrix S must be chosen equal to the identity matrix. On the other hand, when f is additively

Schur-convex S is unitary and must be designed such that (19) is satisfied.
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Fig. 3. BER of a one-way two-hop MIMO system as a function of the SNR over the source-relay link when the destination

is equipped with a linear or non-linear (DFE) receiver with NS = NR = 3 and K = 2. In addition, the SNR over the

relay-destination link is fixed and equal to 20 dB.
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Fig. 4. Power consumption in dB when the destination is equipped with a linear or non-linear (DFE) receiver and NS = NR =

K = 3 while equal QoS constraints are imposed, i.e., η1 = η2 = η3 = η. In addition, the noise variances over the source-relay

and relay-destination links are both fixed to 0 dB.
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of one-way multi-hop MIMO systems.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of one-way two-hop linear MIMO systems with multiple relays.
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Fig. 7. BER of a one-way two-hop MIMO system as a function of the SNR over the source-relay links when Q = 2, 3 and 5

multiple relays are used and NS = NR = K = 3. In addition, the SNRs over the relay-destination links are fixed to 20 dB.
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Fig. 8. BER of a one-way two-hop MIMO system as a function of the SNR over the source-relay link in the presence of direct

link when K = NS = 2 and NR = 6. In addition, the SNRs over the relay-destination and source-destination links are fixed

to 20 dB and −10 dB, respectively.
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of two-way two-hop linear MIMO systems.
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